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Minor REVISION comments 
 

1. Please add “reverbed” to Keywords section. 
2. It is essential to add paper organization at the end of Introduction section. 
3. A comparison of this study is recommended to be done with other works in the same field to show 

the differences between them. 
4. Please add your finding statements in abstract section. 
5. The Introduction provides a clear statement of the problem, the relevant literature on the subject, 

and the proposed approach or solution. However, the Paper organization must be written at the end 
of introduction. 

6. Please use numbering for headings for all levels like 1, 1.1 and so on…., like 1. Introduction. 
7. Please use figure numbers and captions underneath each figure in sequential order, such as figure 

1, figure 2, and so forth instead of using the style figure 1.1, figure 2.3. 
8. The correct heading number for “2 seismic analysis theory of overbank pipelines) is 3 instead of 2. 
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10. Please rewrite your Conclusions and Future Works instead of 5 Conclusion Language. 
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